
On April 27, Kim Jung-un became the first head of North Korea (the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea [DPRK]) to cross the border into 

South Korea (the Republic of Korea [ROK]) after the end of the Korean 

War (1950-53). Kim met Moon Jae-in, the President of South Korea on the 

ROK’s territory in Panmunjom, a truce village located in the Demilitarised 

Zone between North and South Korea. At the inter-Korean summit, the two 

leaders reaffirmed the shared goals of “complete denuclearisation” and “a 

nuclear-free Korean Peninsula” through the Panmunjom Declaration for 

Peace, Prosperity and Unification of the Korean Peninsula.  

The North withdrew from the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons in 2003 and has been 

developing nuclear weapons to the dismay of the international community and its Southern neighbour since. 

While a long diplomatic journey for finalising timetables and measures towards the complete, verifiable and 

irreversible denuclearisation is lying ahead of the two Koreas and their strategic allies, the summit still carries 

significant weight as a milestone for the security and prosperity of the region and the world. 

Africa appears far from insulated from the international implications of the historic summit in the Korean 

peninsula. However, the direct consequences might come from the potential lifting of United Nations (UN) 

sanctions imposed on North Korea. For instance, the UN Security Council (UNSC) unanimously adopted 

resolution 1718 (2006), reacting to the announcement that North Korea had conducted an underground 

nuclear weapon test. This resolution includes a ban on a range of imports and exports to prohibit the DPRK 

from conducting nuclear tests or launching ballistic missiles. A number of African states including Namibia 

have been accused of violating UN sanctions against North Korea. Africa-DPRK ties date back to Africa’s 

liberation struggles after World War II. North Korea was an active member of the Non-Alignment Movement 

and Kim Il-sung, the founding leader of DPRK, used to assert that “when Africa and Latin America are not free, 

Asia cannot be free”. Honouring his words, North Korea invited African students to study at universities in 

DPRK, and provided military and financial support to Communist African governments during the Cold War. 

North Korea's Mansudae Overseas Projects (MOP) company has built statues and monuments of African 

heroes across the continent.   

If DPRK embarks on the due process of denuclearisation, the UN sanctions can be gradually lifted, which will 

allow a number of African states to overtly engage with North Korea. The North Korean regime used its 

diplomatic missions to Africa for illicit activities, such as trading in rhino horn and selling counterfeit money 

and cigarettes to gain hard currency. If North Korea joins the world economy as a legitimate member it might 

stop its illicit search for hard currency in Africa.  

This commentary discusses the short and long term implication of the inter-Korean summit for Africa. 

After the historic summit between the two leaders of the Koreas in April, many expected this event 

would provide the moment for reducing tensions and making significant progress on political stability 

in the region. Gradual improvement in regional stability would free up diplomatic and economic 

resources of Asian giants in the region - China, Japan and South Korea - which would lead to growing 

engagement with African states.  
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Change will come from South Korea as well. Given that Africa is the second largest destination of South 

Korea’s foreign aid, a short-term outlook for Africa could be negative. The Panmunjom summit suggests 

restarting inter-Korean economic cooperation, including building infrastructure in North Korea using money 

and technology from the South. In September 2017, Moon already approved US$ 8 million in humanitarian 

aid for impoverished children and women in North Korea despite the hostile atmosphere towards the North. 

When the South begins to make a drastic increase in aid and investment to the North, it would need to shrink 

its budget for international development. Some investors may shift their attention away from emerging 

manufacturing countries in Africa, such as Ethiopia, to their adjacent neighbour with its cheap and skilled 

labour.   

However, long-term prospects would be more positive to Africa as a destination of investment and foreign 

aid by South Korea, the world’s 11th largest economy. In the summit, the two Koreas agreed on gradual arms 

reduction which will free more government funding to other sectors including international development 

cooperation. In addition, after the historic summit, Moon’s support rate reached above 70 per cent. With solid 

support by the Korean public, Moon’s governing philosophy, including African foreign policy, could expect a 

long lasting tailwind. Moon’s liberal administration follows in the footsteps of the regimes of Kim Dae-jung 

(1998-2003) and Roh Moo-hyun (2003-2008), with a progressive stance on international development, 

particularly in Africa. Roh’s government shifted Korea’s African foreign policy towards development 

cooperation and launched Korea's Initiative for African Development, which set out an international 

development cooperation plan specific to Africa.   

Besides the direct impact by the two Koreas, indirect but significant changes can be expected; improved 

regional security will eventually free up diplomatic and economic resources to allow other Asian giants in the 

region—China and Japan—to engage more proactively outside the region, including with Africa.  
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